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This paper analyzes the set of Pareto efficient tax structures.
The formulation
of the problem as
one of self-selection
not only shows more clearly the similarity between this problem and a
number of other problems
(such as the optimal pricing of a monopolist)
which have recently
been the subject of extensive research,
but also allows the derivation
of a number of new
results. We establish
(i) under fairly weak conditions,
randomization
of tax structures
is
desirable;
(ii) if different individuals are not perfect substitutes
for one another in production,
then the general equilibrium
effects - until now largely ignored in the literature -of
changes
in the tax structure
may be dominant
in determining
the optimal tax structure;
in particular
if
the relative wage of high ability and low ability individuals depends on the relative supplies of
labor, the optimal
tax structure
entails a negative
marginal
tax rate on the high ability
individuals,
and a positive marginal tax rate on the low ability individuals
(the magnitude
of
which depends on the elasticity of substitution);
(iii) if individuals
differ in their preferences,
Pareto efficient taxation may entail negative marginal tax rates for high incomes: while (iv) if
wage income is stochastic,
the marginal tax rate at the upper end may be lOO”/a.
Our analysis thus makes clear that the main qualitative properties of the optimal tax structure
to which earlier studies called attention
are not robust to these attempts
to make the theory
more realistic.

1. Introduction
It is now widely recognized that the optimal income tax problem is one of
a number of closely related problems,
in which one agent (a government,
a
monopolist,
a firm) attempts to differentiate
among (‘screen’) a set of other
agents. It does this by means of a self-selection
mechanism;
it confronts
individuals
with a set of choices, and individuals with different characteristics
(preferences)
make different
selections
from the set. Their choices thus
reveal information
about their characteristics.
Although
the discrimination
may be perfect, it will not in general be costless: to induce self-selection
requires
structuring
the choice set in such a way that the conventional
efficiency conditions
(e.g. equating marginal rates of substitution)
will not be
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satisfied. The problem
of the government
(the monopolist,
the employer,
etc.) is to design ‘efficient’ self-selection
mechanisms:
to put it somewhat
loosely, they seek to structure the choice sets to reveal the desired information at the minimum
cost.
In this paper we explicitly formulate
the optimal tax problem as one of
self-selection.
The government
would like to differentiate
between
low
ability and high ability individuals.
If it could identify them costlessI\-, it
would impose differential
lump-sum
taxes. It can, however.
only observe
differences
in earned income. It seeks a tax structure which leads the more
able to reveal that they are more able by earning a higher income (rather
than pretending
to be less able and enjoying more leisure). And it seeks to
do this in the most efficient manner. Our formulation
not only allows us to
see more clearly the similarity between this problem and a number of other
problems which have recently been the subject of extensive research. but it
also allows us to generalize
the conventional
results, enabling
us to show
clearly that most of the qualitative
properties
that have been derived are
properties
not only of utilitarian
tax structures
[of the kind studied,
for
example,
by Mirrlees
(1971) and Atkinson-Stiglitz
(3 980)]. but of any
Pareto optimal tax structure.
Moreover, we are able to provide a new, and we think clearer. interpretation of the result [Atkinson-Stiglitz
(1976)] that. with an optimal income
tax. if the utility function
is separable
between
leisure and consumption
commodities.
then there should be no commodity
taxes. For self-selection
mechanisms
to work, the individuals
must have different indifference
curves.
We show that the condition of separability
is equivalent
to the condition that
the indifference
curves (between
say commodity
1 and commodity
2) are
identical.
Finally,. and perhaps most important.
we are able to derive several new
results.
First, in the literature on self-selection.
it has been shown that randomization may serve as an effective screening device [Stiglitz (forthcoming)].
High
ability individuals
always have the alternative
of working less and enjoying a
lower level of consumption.
The tax structure
must be designed in such a
way that the high ability individuals
are willing to ‘disclose’ their ability by
earning higher incomes. If high ability individuals
are more risk averse than
low ability individuals
(in a sense to he defined precisely in the paper). by
randomizing
the taxes imposed on low ability individuals.
the high-leisure,
low consumption
alternative
of pretending
to be a low ability individual
becomes less attractive.
The low ability individuals,
if they are risk averse,
obv,iously are worse off as a result of the randomization;
but the ability to
differentiate
between high and low ability more easily may allow us to lower
the average tax rate imposed
on the low ability individuals:
and under
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certain circumstances,
we can lower it enough that they are no worse off.
Perhaps more striking, we can show that we can do this at the same time as
raising total revenue.
Thus, this analysis extends
the earlier results of
Atkinson
and Stiglitz (1976) and Stiglitz (1976) on random taxation to show
that randomization
may be desirable
for a much less restricted
set of tax
structures
than was considered
in those papers (earlier analyses were essentially confined to linear tax structures).
The second major set of new results relate to extending
optimal income
taxation to a simple general equilibrium
model.’ Most of the earlier literature limited itself to analyzing the optimal income tax under the assumption
that individuals’
relative before tax wages were exogenously
determined.
The individuals
were perfect substitutes
for one another.
Recently.
Allen
(1982) has shown that such results may be very misleading.
He examined
optimal
linear income taxes, in a two-class model in which the relativ,e
marginal productivities
were endogenous.
He showed, in particular,
that the
general equilibrium
effects may be dominant
in determining
the design of
the tax structure.
Indeed, under not implausible
conditions,
it was possible
for the optimal tax structure
to be regressi1.e. ev’en for a Rawlsian social
welfare objective
function.
This paper extends his results by considering
optimal tax structures
(i.e. we do not restrict ourselves to linear tax structures) in the simplest possible general equilibrium
model. We obtain two
important
results.
(a) The widely discussed property of the optimal tax structure,
that the
most able individual
faces a zero marginal
tax rate, is only true if all
in all other cases the highest ability
individuals
are perfect substitutes;
individual should face a negative marginal tax rate.
(b) The tax which should be imposed on the less able individual
depends
on the elasticity of substitution
between the two types of laborers, which
determines
the general equilibrium
effects of taxation.
Previous analyses of optimal income tax structures have made two further
restrictive assumptions
(besides that all individuals
are perfect substitutes
in
production):
(a) that the preferences
of all individuals
are identical; and (b)
that income is a deterministic
function of effort. We do not provide here a
general characterization
of the optimal tax structure
with heterogeneous
individuals
and stochastic
income.
But what we can show. using slight
modifications
of our basic two-group
model, is that either modification
necessitates
serious alteration
in the optimal tax structure:
in the former
case. at the upper end the marginal rate is negative, while in the latter it is
100% (rather than zero, as in the conventional
story).
’ After this paper was finished, my attention was called to section
issue [Stern (1982)] where some similar results are derived.

3 of N. Stern’s paper

in this
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2. Pareto efficient taxation:

The simplest

taxation

case

We begin our discussion with the simplest possible model, in which there
are only two types of individuals,
differing in ability but having the same
utility function.
(This, as we shall see, is not critical for most of the results
we shall obtain.) The ith individual
faces a before tax wage (output per
hour) of wi. and thus, in the absence of taxation,
his budget constraint
is
simply
C, = w,L,.

(1)

where C, = the ith individual’s
consumption,
and L, = number
worked by the ith individual.
(Li could equally well be interpreted
effort.) Neither wi nor L, is separately
observable.
hut’

of hours
as being

(2)

Y, = w, I‘,.

the ith individual’s
income, is observable.
The ith individual
from consuming
goods, and disutility from work:

receives

utility

U’ = U’(C,,L,J.

(3)

where aU’/K’, >O. dU’/dL, (0 and U is quasi-concave.3
government
imposes a tax as a function of income

Assume

now the

r, = T(Y,).
The individual’s

(3)

consumption

now is his income

minus

his tax payments

c, = Y, - 7-t Y, ).
The individual

(4)

maximizes

his utility

subject

to his budget

constraint

max U’tC,,L,)
J’<‘,.I.,)

(5)

s.t. C, 5 W,Li - T(w,L,),
yielding

the first-order

au’lar,,
--=
a U/K,

condition

differentiability,

etc.)

-w,(l-T’).

z The subsequent
discussion
more general specification
‘L’,==*, cL, ),

(assuming

J(‘,O.

will make
rL:‘io.

it clear that our results

arc equal11

applicable

to the
(2’1

(Z’i is a more appropriate
specification
for the interpretation
of the model where
t. is
imestment
in education.
’ In our analysis of randomized
taxes. we make the stronger assumption
that U is concave.
Assumptions
ahout concavity are obviously important
in the analysis of optimal utilitarian
tax
structure\
[Stiplitz (1976)j hut play no role in the analysis of Pareto eficient
tax structures.
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The 1.h.s. is the individual’s
marginal rate of substitution.
The r.h.s. is the
after-tax marginal return to working an extra hour.
It will turn out in the sequel that the optimal tax structure
(with a finite
number of groups) is never differentiable.
We shall refer to

aU’I=, +

1

1

au/at,

wi

as the marginal tax rate.4
In many self-selection
problems,
it turns out to be useful to write the
utility function in terms of the observable
variables: here we assume l’i and
ri (and hence C,) are the only observables.
Hence, we write’
(7)
For later reference,

we note that

av’
-=_.

au’

av’
____. au’ 1

avi

ac,

K,’

aYi

aWi

aLi

W,’

=

au’

y,_

c3L, w;

_ av’

Y,

au, Wi’

(7’)

away
av'jac,

------=I-~‘,

from which
taxation,

it follows,

in the

first-best

optimum,

with

only

lump-sum

_a==
’

avilac,

Note that an increase
in Y lowers utility, because
to attain it the
individual
must forgo more leisure; and it lowers the utility of the less able
by more, since they must forgo more leisure (for a given increase in Y).
Even if all individuals
have the same utility of consumption-and-leisure
functions,
their utility of consumption-and-before
tax income functions will
differ. In fig. 1 it is clear that individuals
of higher ability have flatter
indifference curves (provided that the supply curve is upward sloping): the
increase in consumption
that is required to compensate
an individual
for a
given increase in before tax income is smaller for the more able, since to
‘There

exist optimal
1 au/IL
----+
W, XIX-,

is the left-handed
’ For simplicity,

tax structures

for which

1
derivative of the tax function at Y = w,L,.
we shall often write V’(C,,Y,) rather than

V’(C,, Y,: w,).
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Y
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C
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Fig. 1. iai First-best
taxation fully revealing.
(h) First-best
taxation not fully recealing:
Pareto
optimal taxatiw
entails a positive marginal tax rate on IOU ability and a zero marginal tax rate
on high ability. High abilit) (type 1) individuals
ha\e flatter indifference
curves. (ci First-best
taxation not fully re\ealing:
Pareto optimal taxation involves a zero marginal tax rate on low
ability and a negatke
marginal tax rate on high ability.

obtain the given increase in before tax income he needs to forgo less leisure.
In the subsequent
discussion
we shall assume that individual
2 is the more
able individual.
Formulated
that way. we can see that income will provide us with a basis
of self-selection:
individuals
with different
abilities
will make different
choices of (C.Y) pairs, since they have different indifference
curves.
The problem
of the gov’ernment
concerned
with Pareto efficiency is to
maximize the utility of, say, individuals
of type 2, subject to (a) individuals
of type 1 having at least a given level of utility and (b) raising a given
amount
of revenue.
It does this by offering two {C.Y) packages.
one of
which will he chosen by the first group. the other of which will be chosen by
the second group.h
” Ob\iou\l,,
the ywernment
can other a continuum
of {C.Y’) packages
1i.c. an entire tax
functioni.
hut at most t\\o will be chosen. and therefore
we need he concerned
with at most
t\vo.
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the government

max
V2(C2, Y,)
IC,.C,.Y,.Y,I

(8)

s.1. V’(C,,Y,)

(9)

2 U’.

V2(C,,Y2)Z V2(C,,Y,)
V'(c‘,.Y,)Z

V'(C2,Y2)

R = (Y, -~ C,)N,

+tY7--

’

the self-selection

Cz)N2Z

R.

constraints,

the revenue

constraint

(10)
(11)
(12)

(where R is government
revenue, I? is the revenue requirement,
and N, the
number of individuals
of type i).’
The Lagrangian
for this maximization
problem may be written
_y= V2(C*,Y~~+~v’(C,,Y,)+h2(V7(CZ,Y7_)-V~(C,.Y,~~
+A,(V’(C,.Y,)-V’(Cz.Y,))ty[(Y,~C,)N,+(Y,~C,)N?_-R].
The first-order

conditions

for this problem

(13)

are straightforward:
(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

(14d)
It is easy to see that, under our assumptions
concerning
the relative
of the indifference
curves. there are three possible regimes:

slopes

(i) A, -0. AI=0 [fig. l(a)],
(ii) A, =O. h,>O [fig. l(b)],
(iii) A2 = 0. A, > 0 [fig. 1(c)l.
That is, at most one of the two self-selection
constraints
is binding.
Moreover, it is also easy to show that p > 0, i.e. the constraint
on the utility
level of the low ability individuals
is binding.
The case where
A, = A2 = 0 is illustrated
in fig. l(a). With first-best
taxation. the equilibrium
is fully revealing.
‘Notice that this problem is just the dual to the standard problem of a monopolist attempting
to differentiate
among his customers
[Stiplitz (1977) and (forthcominp)].
There. the problem
was to maximize profits (corresponding
to R here), subject to utility constraints
on each of the
two types of individuals and subject to the wlf-selection
constraints.
The Lagrangian
which we
form to analyze the two problems
is identical.
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The ‘normal’ case, on which most of the literature
has focused, is that
where A, = 0 and A,>O. With a utilitarian
objective
function
(p = 1) (or
indeed any concave social welfare function) and separable utility functions it
can be shown that this is the only possibility.
[See Arnott,
Hosios and
Stiglitz ( 1980).] But more generally,
the possibility
that A, > 0 and A2 = 0
cannot be ruled out. The case with {A, > 0 and A2 = 0) has the property that
if lump-sum
taxation were feasible, the lump-sum
tax imposed on the low
ability individual
would exceed that on the high ability [fig. l(c)].

fax srructure with A, > 0. A, = 0

2. I. The optimd

Dividing

(14d) by (14~) we immediately
aviaL,

13V2/aYz
-av2/ac,=

see that

1

- au/K2

(1Sa)

.wz=‘.

the marginal
tax rate faced by the more able individual
is zero. [This
corresponds
to the result noted earlier by Sadka (1976) and Phelps (1973).]
Dividing (14h) by (14a).
av’/ay,

1 -JW”/WN,~<
= 1 +A2(i)V2/K,)/N,y

- av’/ac,

1,

( 1Sb)

To see this, define

and
LJ=

A2a V2/aC,
NIY

Then

(1Sb) can be rewritten
(y ,_l+V(u*
/--=a’+l
1+v

Since.

by assumption,

as

1+v
(Y’ > cx2, it therefore

follows

that

cu2<cr’(l.
We

immediately
see that
will he positiue.x

the marginal

tax rate faced

by the less able

individual
‘This
types.

corresponds

to the result

noted

earlier

hy Mirrlees

for the case of a continuum

of
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with A, = 0, AZ> 0

Exactly the same kinds of arguments
as used in section 2.1 can be
employed to establish that if A, = 0 and A2 > 0, the marginal tax rate faced
by the less able individual
is zero, while the marginal tax rate faced by the
more able individual is negative: self-selection
requires that they work more
than they would in a non-distortionary
situation.
For the rest of this paper,
we focus our attention
on the ‘normal’ case with A, > 0 and A2 = 0.

2.3.

Endogenous

wages

In the previous discussion
we assumed wages were fixed. It is easy to
incorporate
general equilibrium
effects. Changes in {C,, Y,} affect the wages.
This not only has a direct effect on welfare, but also has an effect on the
self-selection
constraints
which needs to be taken into account.
Assume that output is a function of the supply of hours by each of the two
types:
Q = F(N,L,,N,LJ
where F exhibits
marginal product,’

constant

= L,N,f
returns

(16)
to scale.

If each

WI

=-=f(n)-nf’(n).
a(N, L,)

where n = N2L2/N,L,.
We can thus solve for n and hence wages as a function
Y
~=&L,f-nf’N~

w2L2

receives

its

l3F

aF

w,=-=f’(n);
HN,L,)

Y,

factor

nf’

N, .

(16a)

of Y, and YZ:‘(’
(17)

We then write w,(Y,,Y2)
and w2(Y,,Y2), substitute
back into our Lagrangian and differentiate.
In this particular
case it turns out to be easier if we take as our control
variables L, and L,. This necessitates
a reformulation
of our self-selection
constraints.
We must choose {L,,C,,L,,C2}
so that the more able do not
wish to pretend to be less able. The labor input required of the more able to
attain the same income (which, it should be recalled, is the only observable
variable) as the less able is much smaller. As before, we let w, be the wage
of the first group, Y, its income, and L, its labor input. We assume that both
‘)We still assume the government cannot distinguish between the different kinds of labor
(although,
presumably,
the firms who employ the two kinds of laborers can). This is a quite
plausible assumption.
“‘Eq. (17) can be inverted provided the elasticity of substitution
is not equal to unity.

in the pre-tax and post-tax situations,
w2 > wl. Then for the second
have the same income as the first group requires a labor input of

group

to

As the ratio of LJL, increases, wJw, decreases, so the required labor input
1 has. increases.
of individual
2. L2. to obtain the same income indkidual
Thus. we can rewrite the self-selection
constraints
as

Writing

the rc\cnue

constraint

F(N,I,,,N2L2)P
we form

N,(‘,

as
- N7C-mR

20

the Lag-angian
Yy’- U’(CL,L21-t

&‘((‘,,L,)

+y(F(N,L,.N,LZ)k

We obtain first-order
the case h, = 0 and h,>

conditions
0):

N,C’, ~ N,Cz-- I?)

analogous

to those

derived

earlier

(for

(18a)

Dividing

(18d) by (1 Xc), we obtain
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If the two types of labor are not perfect subsrirutes, then the marginal tax rate
on the most able individual should be negative. Dividing (18b) by (1%) we
denoting the elasticity of substitution
by rr
obtain,”

(19)

The first inequality
follows from rr 2 0, and the second follows by the same
argument used to establish inequality
(1Sb). [using (7’), (19) and ( 15) arc in
fact identical when rr = ~3. The marginal tax rate on the less able is always
positive; its magnitude
depends on the elasticity of substitution:
the smaller
the elasticity of substitution,
the larger the marginal tax rate. The go\/ernment increasingly
relies on the general equilibrium
incidence of the tax. the
change in the before tax relative wages, to redistribute
income.
2.4.

Utilitarian

optimal

taxes

We have analyzed
here Pareto efficient taxation.
Most of the earlier
optimal
tax literature
assumed
a much stronger
objective
function:
the
government
wished to maximize a utilitarian
objective function.
i.e. in the
present context. it
max U’N, + U*N,-

W

subject to the self-selection
and revenue constraints.
If we write down the
Lagrangean
expression
for this problem,
it is identical
to (131, with one
minor difference.
While in (13) we specified
0’ and p, the Lagrange
multiplier
associated
with the constraint
was one of the variables
to be
determined
in the analysis: here it is as if we knew the value of the Lagrange
multiplier
(F y N,/N,): we can solve for the \,alue of 0’ which corresponds
to this particular value of the Lagrange multiplier.
With this slight modification. all of the earlier analysis becomes directly applicable to this problem.
Alternatively.
suppose we represent consumers’ utility by a tnonotone (but
not necessarily
concave) transform
of the utility function
U
u”’ = Q(U).

J.E. Stiglitz, Pareto
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Fig. 2. Welfare

non-concave

efficient
tuxarion

h

function

of R: for revenues
desirable.

between

R, and R2 randomization

is

Then, in the first-order
conditions
describing
the optimal
tax structure,
wherever we previously
had U;, we now have +,‘iJl. Since 4’ can take on
any positive value, it is clear that the first-order conditions
describing Pareto
efficient taxation and those that describe the utilitarian
tax structure for an
appropriately
specified 4 function,
are equivalent.
We can calculate the maximized
value of social welfare associated
with
any value of R (the revenue
requirement).
Even though
U is concave,
W(R) may not be (see fig. 2).‘* In that case average social welfare may be
increased by raising R, per capita from a fraction of the population
and R2
from the remainder,
e.g. by randomizing
the tax schedules imposed on the
In the next section we discuss a quite different
kind of
population.”
randomization,
where randomization
is effectively
serving as part of the
self-selection
mechanism.
“This possibility was originally noted by Stiglitz (1976) for the case of linenr tax schedules.
“A simple example illustrating
this; in the present context, is provided
by the family of
indifference
curves of fig. 3. This has two critical properties.
For each level of L, there is a
saturation
level of consumption
C(L). For {C, L} smaller than the critical level, indifference
curves are straight lines with a slope of w?p, with w,/w,<p
< 1. p is chosen to ensure that, in
the optimal tax structure.
type 1 individuals
are idle. (This simplifies the example.)

Fig. 3
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3. Desirability

of randomization

In this section we derive conditions
under which randomization
of taxes is
desirable.
As we noted in the preceding
section, there are a number of
different kinds of randomization.
There, we considered
the desirability
of ex
ante randomization
-randomizing
the tax before the individual
has chosen
a level of effort. In my earlier paper [Stiglitz (197611 I analyzed
the
desirability
of ex post randomization,
randomizing
the tax after the individual has chosen his level of effort (although the individual
chose his level
of work effort knowing that the tax he would face would be random). The
analysis in this section represents
a generalization
of these earlier results in
two ways: first, while the earlier
analysis
was restricted
to linear tax
functions,
here we are not so restricted:
secondly, by employing
non-linear

Thus,

the optimal

tax problem

can be represented

as

(c ,p,y,,_, W=(C,- yZP)N,+c,Nl
I

subject

2

I

-

to
(2Oa)

C,-Y,P>C,,
(I’-C,)NZpC,N,
where we have made
at C = C(L), we set

(2Ob)

Zli,
use of the fact that Y, = 0 and because

of our assumption

about

satiation

C,(Y*,l= C( Y*/w,).
At the optimum
both the revenue constraint
and the self-selection
equality. Substituting
(20a) into (20b). we obtain
R = (Y,~CZ(Y,))N,-[C,(Y,)Differentiating

constraint

will hold with
(21)

YaPIN,

(21). we obtain

I
dY,
dR=(1_-_(C;-_B)N,
Hence,
ilW
s=N,

(Cz-P)
+v, (1 -C;)N,-CC;-P)N,

’

ldY,
dR

which can be either positive or negative. Although in our example we have let utility be a linear
(rather than strictly concave) function of C and I’, for levels below saturation,
it is clear the
result would still obtain provided
U is not too concave.

tax

structures.

we

hut

can,

gi\,en

Y.

also

allow

the

which

case we confront

individual

to declare

that

in effect,

either

to

him

he is among
tax

higher

(CT. I’;}

only

{C.Y)

declare

hc

his

is to

the

to

generates

so that

{CT,

expected

utility

WC‘

able,

in

Y;}:

or

{Cf.

be confronted

Y’F}

the more

C. for
say.

more

case he will

leading

he chosen

than

which

in which

schedules,

of

That

is among

a tax schedule

must

a randomization

packages.

that

the less able,

two

with

not

of

with

with.
say, one of
~c.~,y:‘,~,T”;.y’f:“,c‘T,yT)
utility
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Y

Fig. 4. Randomization

increases 6 by less than it increases ~l.

The first constraint
is the self-selection
constraint.
The random tax must
yield individual
2 an expected utility lower than he obtains at C,*, Yy; the
second assures us that El/’ is not lowered by randomization.
(P’ is the
utility level attained by group 1 with the optimal non-random
tax structure.)
For each value of h and h we can solve (23) for c and y. Randomization
will be desirable
if there exists a value of (h,h) such that government
revenue exceeds that without randomization:
7,(&h)

- cl(h,h)

2 Y,(O,O) - 1?~(0,0).

Rather than make the discrete
d VI/d h - dc’,/d h. Differentiating

I

;;E

(24)

comparison
entailed
(23) we obtain

by (24), we calculate

~~~][~]=-[~~~~:~~~]dh,

(25)

where
sv;-

vj(cy,YT)+

IX+
Hence,”

qc;Jq-

letting

(26a)

v;(c:*,YT*).

M’ = DV&+

ADVL.

(26b)
MRS’

= - (~V’/~Y,)/(~V’/aC,),

M2
M’
=aV2/aC,(1-MRS’)-aV’,,jC,(‘-MRS2)

d(v,-c’,)
dh

v;(cT*,YT*,,

Iir=o

2(MRS2

- MRS’)

3 (27)

I5 Using Cramer’s rule,
d(P,-G)
PC
dh

(sv:,+sv:)(Dv:.+ADv$-(sV~,+SV$)(DV&+ADV:)

Dividing the numerator and denominator
JPE--D

sv@w:-

sv&w2,

by SV&Sv,

and letting h + 0, we obtain (27).
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At h = 0, M’ = M2 = 0, and hence
calculate”

d( v-

C)/dh

= 0. Hence,

we need

to

(28)
From our
domization

MRS2<
of A,”

earlier analysis we know that
is desirable
if, for some value

< V:-c+2AV~y+h2V:y

V$c+2hV~u+h2V:y
v’,+

MRS’ < 1. Hence,

To see that (29) may easily
(29) can be rewritten
as

be satisfied,

(29)

.

v:.+v:

v:

assume

U = u(C)-

ran-

u(L).

Then

h’v”/w~-u”>h~v”IW:-U”
lA-V’IW,

u’- v’Iw2

If A = 0, this will be satisfied

.

if

v’(Y1/w2)>v’(Y,/w,)
WI

w2

1

dv’(Ylw)lw
l

“We

dw

=-&w

v”Y
I -+v’

1 <o \ ,
_I

use the fact that
d(1~MRS’)/aVZ/aC,_M,d(l~MRS2)/~V’i~~,

dh 2(MRS*_MRS,)

dh

d(Y,-C,)dln2(MRS2-MRS’)
+dh

dh

+(l-MRS’)dM’
dV=ldC,
At h = 0. M’ = 0. and hence

~dh

the first two terms

Substituting,
we obtain (28).
” Consumption
randomization
(corresponding
is desirable if (29) is satisfied when A = 0.

(1-MRS’)dM’
dV’/X’
are zero.

dh

2(MRS2 - MRS’).

We then calculate

to, say, random

enforcement

of the tax laws)
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this will be satisfied

a sufficient condition
for which is that q’ be sufficiently
Since at w, = w2, both sides of (29) are identical,
desirable provided, for some A, the derivative
of
v,,

i-2hV,,

if

negative.
randomization

is

++x2vyy

VC+VY
with respect to w is negative. To obtain interpretable
results,
derivatives
of V in terms of the derivative of the underlying
[using eqs. (7’)]. Randomization
is desirable if

u,,L+>

UL -Ud+
WLUL
UC+ Ul_lw

I

1

1
dxU,~+-

we express the
utility function

Wc+A211,L
W

W2

which may easily be satisfied.
In this section we have shown how randomization
may enable a weakening of the self-selection
constraints,
and therefore
an increase in expected
utility. Finally, we note that it may be desirable
to employ both kinds of
randomization
we have discussed. If the maximized value of expected utility,
employing
the optimal randomization
of tax schedules,
is not a concave
function of the revenue raised, maximizing
the sum of expected utilities will
entail randomization
of the sets of tax schedules, one out of which will be
imposed randomly
on an individual
who declares he is of low ability.r8
4. Desirability

of differentiation

We noted in our introduction
that there was a cost to differentiating
among different
individuals.
It is not obvious,
in the context of say a
utilitarian
social welfare function, that it is always desirable to differentiate,
“The desirability of both kinds of randomization
was originally discussed in Stiglitz (19761.
He analyzed the conditions under which a random tax was imposed both before and after effort
was decided upon. In the present context, the latter corresponds
to a randomization
of C, for a
given Y. The analysis was limited to linear tax structures,
while here we employ highly
non-linear
structures.
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or to differentiate completely if there are many groups. In the general
screening literature, equilibria in which we cannot infer perfectly the characteristics of the individuals are referred to as pooling equilibria [RothschildStiglitz (1976)], and equilibria in which we can are referred to as separating
equilibria. It can be shown that pooling equilibria can arise in a variety of
circumstances [Stiglitz (1977)]. In the present context, if the income tax
schedule results in both low ability and high ability individuals having the
same income and consumption, then the equilibrium is a pooling equilibrium. If each ability group enjoys a different income, then we have a
separating equilibrium. Here, we show (i) if there are two groups, and the
more productive group’s indifference curves have a flatter slope in {C,Y}
space, then differentiation is desirable; (ii) if more productive groups have
indifference curves with a slope in {C,Y} space which at some point is the
same as that of the less productive group, then a pooling equilibrium cannot
be ruled out; and (iii) if there are three or more groups, then pooling among
a subset may well be desirable.
To see the first result, assume the government imposed a tax schedule so
that everyone worked hard enough so that before tax income was Y”.
(Clearly the less able worked harder than the more able, but the government
could not observe the level of effort or hours.) Consequently, all had the
same level of consumption, C”. The two groups are ‘pooled’ together (see
fig. 5). Any point (C,?) in the shaded area generates a separating equilibrium, i.e. one group prefers {C,?} to {C*,Y*}, the other group prefers
{C*,Y*} to {CY”}. Any point along the lower envelope of 1 and 2’s
indifference curves separates. Moreover, the level of welfare of each group
in the separating equilibrium is the same as at the pooling point P. We need
to see what happens to government revenue. If, at I’,

(314
by offering a point such as A, we ‘separate’. This increases government
revenue, since the required increase in 2’s consumption is less than the
C

K

c* ________p

A

0

1

Y*

Fig. 5. Pareto

2

efficiency

requires

Y
differentiation.
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increase in his output (before tax income). Similarly, if at I’,
(31b)

a point such as B separates, and the reduction in consumption exceeds the
reduction in income: government revenue thus increases. Since

(32)
if (31a) is not true, i.e.
(33)
then
(34)
Thus, there always exists a separating contract which increases revenue and
leaves the utilities of all individuals unchanged. The only Pareto efficient tax
structures entail separation.
The same argument obviously holds if the less productive individuals
always have flatter indifference curves, but this is not a particularly plausible
assumption.
In fig. 6 we illustrate what happens if the different types of individuals
have different preferences, such that the indifference curve of the more able
is not always flatter than that of the less able. The point P is a point of
tangency. The shaded area represents the set of {C, Y} points which together
with P separate the two groups. But clearly, it is possible (although presumably not likely) that
(35)

C

P
/

Fig. 6. Pooling

equilibrium.
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lY
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EZ
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Fig. 7. Partial

pooling

Y

may he desirable

Fig. 7 illustrates the result that with three or more groups, partial pooling
may be desirable. Two points are offered. E, and EZ, with E, chosen by the
high ability group and Ez by the two low ability groups. The points which
separate 2 and 3 are those which lie between their indifference
curves: but
those which separate 2 and 3 and also separate
1 are only those which lie
between
2 and 3 below l’s indifference
curve (the heavily shaded area).
Thus, if at E2
dC
(1.
i-1
,dY t,’

(36)

clearly we cannot
keep everyone
on their same indifference
curves and
increase government
revenue.”
The same argument obviously holds if we have a continuum
of types. This
analysis
provides
some insights
into the results noted earlier
[Mirrlees
(1971) and Stiglitz (1977)] that the optimal tax structure with a continuum
of individuals
will not, in general,
be differentiable.
There may well be
‘kinks’ in the optimal tax structure.
Individuals
with different marginal rates
of substitution
obtain exactly the same income (fig. 8). (We noted earlier that
with a discrete number of types of individuals,
the income tax schedule will
not be differentiable,
whether or not there is pooling.)
‘“This does not. of course. probe
be possible to raise revenue and

that the {E,.E,} constitutes
.
increase
l’s utility level.

an cfficicnt tax structure.
It may
If (36) is true, it is clear that

Hence. by offering a new set of points {E’,,Eij as illustrated
in fig. 7, we can separate.
and
increase
government
revenue
collected
from Individuals
of type 2. At the same time. we
decrease the revenue
collected
from individuals
of the highest ability (recall that efficient
taxation
implies that there is no distortionary
taxation
on the highest ability individual
and
hence as we increase their welfare, we decrease work and increase consumption;
government
revenue
collected
from him therefore
must decrease).
Whether
total
revenue
collected
increases or decreases thus depends on the relative number of individuals
of the two types.
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optimal
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C(Y)

tax structure

5. Pareto efficient taxation with different tastes
The framework
we have developed
allows us to obtain some simple but
interesting
results on the structure
of Pareto efficient taxation with two or
more taste groups. We assume that some individuals
are more averse to
work than others. For simplicity,
we assume there are three groups: two
high ability types and a single low ability type.
We wish to establish three propositions.
First, it is always Pareto efficient
to differentiate
on the basis of tastes if one group is always more averse to
work than the other (so the slope of its indifference
curve is always steeper):
we should never ‘pool’ the two high ability groups together. The ‘ability to
pay’ principle of the determination
of taxes is, in this sense, inconsistent
with
the principle of Pareto efficiency. Second, Pareto efficient taxation often will
entail hyper-regressivity,
i.e. marginal rates which are less than zero. Third,
if individuals
differ in tastes as well as abilities, then complete differentiation
will not, in general, be possible.
The first proposition
is equivalent
to the proposition
established
in the
preceding
section that when abilities differed, differentiation
is desirable.
What was critical in that argument was that the indifference
curves in {C,Y}
space differ. In fig. 9 we have assumed that the government
offers two
points, E, and E,, with both of the high ability groups (denoted by U’ and
U2) at E,. By the same kind of reasoning
used earlier, clearly any point
between the two indifference
curves separates,
and either
dC
i-i
,\dY

~1

<1

or

dC
i - 1 >1
,.d Y: uz

(or both); hence, there exist points which increase government
revenue and
leave every individual’s
utility unaffected.
Indeed the efficient set of points
for this example, denoted {E;, E’,‘, and E2}, are such that the marginal rate
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Fig. 9. U’ and Uz both high ability, but different tastes: differentiation
the optimal tax structure
entails hyper-regressivity.

is Pareto

efhcient

and

paid by both of the two upper ability groups is zero. We have drawn through
E; a line with a slope of 45”. In fig. 9 it passes below E;. This implies that
the increment
in consumption
in moving
from E;’ to E; exceeds
the
increment
in income, i.e. the mean marginal
rate over that interval may be
negative; on average, there may be regressive taxation at the upper end of the
distribution.”
The third proposition
- the impossibility
of differentiating
completely follows immediately
from the observation
that we can only differentiate
on
the basis of differences
in indifference
curves in {C,Y} space. Individuals
of
high ability and high aversion to risk may thus be indistinguishable
from
individuals
of low ability and low aversion to risk.
Indeed, an individual
with wage w2 and indifference
curves U*(C,L) and
an individual
with wage w, and indifference
curves of the form Ul(C,L)=
U*(C,Lw,/w,)
have identical indifference
tax curves in {C,Y} space; there is
thus no way of differentiating
between them with an income tax.
There may be other ways of differentiating
among
these individuals;
for instance,
these individuals
do have different levels of consumption
of
leisure. Although we cannot observe their levels of consumption
of leisure,
we may be able to observe their purchases of goods which are complements
of leisure, and use this as a basis of inferring their ability. We examine this
possibility
in section 7.
“‘Note that in this case the lump-sum
tax that would be imposed on group 1 is lower than
that imposed on group 2 with first-best taxation. Lump-sum
taxation with a utilitarian objective
function would entail equating the marginal utility of consumption
of the two groups. This will
not, in general, imply equal lump-sum taxes. The individual who is less averse to work may face
a higher lump-sum
tax.
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6. Stochastic income
In sections 2,3 and 5 we noted two instances
where the optimal tax
structure entailed negative marginal tax rates at higher incomes.
This result should not, however, be stressed too much; a second modification allowing income to be stochastic,
leads to just the opposite
result:
marginal rates of 100%.
Assume that an individual
who works L receives an income of

+A)L

YiG=(wi
with probability

0.5 and

Yi,‘(Wi-A)L
with probability
0.5 (where G denotes the ‘good’ outcome,
B, the bad).
Assume, moreover,
that he cannot insure the risk. As before, w and L are
unobservable;
only income is observable.
The optimal tax structure
now
requires a specification
of ‘two packages’ as before, but the packages are
more complicated.
By deciding on a level of effort (L) the individual
is
essentially
‘purchasing’
a lottery. The tax structure determines
the pay-offs
on the lottery.
Thus, the government
will specify four consumption
income points, denoted {C,,, YIBC1G,Y1G,C2B, Y2B,C2G, Y& with the property that (expected)
government
income is maximized,
subject to the selfselection constraints
and subject to the (expected) utility constraints
for each
of the two types. The problem is thus formally identical to that discussed
earlier.
We will, accordingly,
not set up the problem,
but we shall borrow one
result from our earlier analysis: the ‘package’ offered to the high ability
individuals
must be ‘non-distortionary’,
i.e. it maximizes
the revenue obtained from them subject to the utility constraint.
But if the individual is risk
averse, this implies that he must receive the same consumption
in the two
states. But this, in turn, implies a 100% marginal tax rate on incomes in
excess of YZB.‘l
Obviously,
this two-group
model is much over-simplified;
just as in the
conventional
optimal income tax problem
we could infer the individual’s
ability by his income, so too here; although we have introduced
a stochastic
element
to his income, we can still infer perfectly the individual’s
ability
from his income. More generally, however, we will not be able to distinguish
perfectly
a low ability lucky individual
from a high ability unlucky individual. This makes the design of the optimal tax structure
with stochastic
income far more difficult (and more interesting)
than the deterministic
case
upon which the analysis has thus far focused. But so long as there is a finite

‘I Where,

as before,

we let 2 denote

the high ability

individuals
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number
of groups (or even a continuum,
with a finite range) then if the
probability
distribution
of incomes is bounded, the highest incomes observed
will always be received by the highest ability individuals
who are lucky.
Optimal taxation entails 100% taxation at the margin.
The unreasonableness
of this result arises from the assumption
that
individuals
have no control over the stochastic
elements
in their income
stream. A tax structure which imposed 100% taxation at the margin at the
top would have peculiar (and probably
undesirable)
incentive
effects with
respect to risk taking.

7. Simultaneous

taxation of income

and commodities

Our earlier discussion suggested that if not only income but also the levels
of consumption
of various commodities
were observable,
the government
might want to base its taxation on these variables as well.**
This problem
can be analyzed
within our framework.
We now let the
individual’s
utility be a function of a whole vector of consumption
goods,
c,

=

{Cl

,,C12,C13r

c,

={C*,,C2,,C,,,

. . .I>
. . .I.

For simplicity, we assume that each of the goods costs one unit of efficiency
labor to produce (this is just a choice of units). The individual
is given a
choice of two ‘packages’:2’
now each involves
a vector of consumption
goods and a level of before tax income. The government
must choose these
packages to maximize individual
l’s utility, subject to individual
2 obtaining
a given level of utility, and subject to the self-selection
and budget constraints. If we now interpret
C as a vector, the Lagrangian
for this problem
is identical to that formulated
earlier, except the government
budget constraint is now written

If we now differentiate

the Lagrangian

with respect

to C,,, we obtain

[see

“Consumption
of luxuries is often thought
to he a better indicator
of well-being
than
reported
income because
it can he observed
more accurately
than income. This is a quite
different argument
from that presented
here.
“The
government
can, of course, offer more than two ‘packages’. With only two groups, at
most two of these will he chosen. Since the only relevant packages
are those actually chosen,
one may formulate
the analysis in terms of a number of packages
equal to the number of
groups.
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the analogous

equations

(13) and (14)I

av’

a3

--A-+A,---

av*

av’

ac,; CLaq

YNI=O,

ac.

aCti
aLifT av2
av2
-=+A2 --AC--aczj aczi ac,,
-=
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(39a)

11

av’
ac,

(3%)

rN2=0.

21

a2.f av'
av*
avl
-=/~~-h,~+h,~+yN,=O,

a%

1
2

1

$-=E+~~f$h,f$+~lV~=O.
2
2 au2

2

2

(39c)

I

1

(39d)

We again focus on the case where A, = 0 and A,>O: only
self-selection constraint
is binding. From (39aH39d) we obtain

av*/ac,,

av*lac2, = 1
’

av21ac2,

the second

(40a)

av*/ay,
=A

av'lac,, N, y + h2aV2/aClj
aV/a& = N,y+h2av21aClk
.

(40b)

Eq. (40a) yields the familiar result that there should be no distortionary
taxation
on the individual
with the highest ability. The interpretation
of
(40b) is however
somewhat
more subtle. Consider
first the case where
individuals
have separable
utility functions between leisure and goods, i.e.

a*U

____
= 0,
dC,,dL,
Since we assume
space),

all i, j.

that individuals

(41)
have the same indifference

curves (in {C,L}

av2/ac,j
=aV/ac,,,

(42a)
(4%)

aV*/aC,,
=aV1laClk,
and (40b) becomes

(43)
If leisure and goods are separable,

there should be no commodity

taxation.24

If

“It
should be noted that in this analysis we allow tax functions which are not only non-linear
functions of consumption,
but are also not separable, i.e. the marginal rate imposed on the
consumption of commodity j may depend not only on the consumption of commodity j but on
other commodities as well.
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they are not, we obtain
(44)
or

a V'/aC,j
a vllaclk

__

1

Iav%c,,_ I
=-av21aclkLav21aclk I
aV’/aGj _ av%c,,
IaWaclk
Iavl/aclk
I
=E avllac,,aV/ac,,
aWaclk
=

k av%clk
k
avllaclkav2/ac,,
1

h2
F

aV'/aC,,

avllaclk

+&

aV'/dC,,

-aV1/aclk

1

F

h2

av2/acl, av21aclj avliac,,
-av’laC,,
h
1

_

k

avlIaclk
.

Thus, whether commodity j should be taxed or subsidized relative to k
depends on whether the more able individuals’ marginal rate of substitution
of j for k exceeds that of the low ability person, or conversely.
Thus, the result that, with separability, only an income tax is needed,
which seemed so surprising at first becomes entirely understandable within
this framework; if the two groups of individuals have the same indifference
curves (locally) between two commodities we cannot use the differential
taxation as a basis of separation; if they differ, we can. By taxing the
commodity which the more able individual values more highly in the lower
ability individual’s package, we make the lower ability individual’s ‘package’
less attractive to him. (Since in this model both groups have identical utility
functions, the only difference in the evaluation of a given consumption
bundle arises from the differences in the leisure which they enjoy at any
given level of income.) We thus can tax the higher ability individual more
heavily without having him trying to ‘disguise’ himself as a low ability
person.
We remarked above that, since the analysis of the discriminating
monopolist and of Pareto efficient taxation were formally identical, we could
borrow results originally obtained in one area to the other. Here, we note
that the result we have just obtained has immediate implications for the
pricing policy of a multiproduct monopolist. If the individuals’ utility function is separable in ‘other goods’ and the goods purchased from the
monopolist, then the monopolist should charge relative prices of the different commodities equal to the marginal production costs; if not, he should
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tax or subsidize one commodity relative to a second depending on whether
the individuals who consume more have a higher or lower marginal rate of
substitution between the two commodities.
It should also be obvious that although we have limited our attention to
the problem of optimal taxation, the problem of the optimal pricing of a
public utility is precisely the same problem. The only distinction that arises,
at least in some cases, is that the public utility is in general allowed to
control only a subset of the prices. If we assume that the other prices are
fixed, then we can form a Hicksian composite commodity (called ‘other
goods’), and the determination of the total outlay (charge for the package of
services supplied by the public utility) determines the amount of the ‘other
good’ available to the individual. With these modifications (interpreting Y
now as ‘other goods’) the earlier analysis is directly applicable to the
problem at hand.
Moreover, if relative prices of the ‘other goods’ are not fixed, then we can
modify the analysis of the multiproduct case, in the same way that we earlier
modified our analysis of the income tax with endogenous wages with parallel
results: now, even for the most able individual, we will wish to impose
distortionary taxation (charge distortionary prices).
8. Concluding comments
This paper has examined the structure of Pareto efficient taxation. Although we have greatly simplified the standard treatment, by focusing on the
special case where there are only two groups we have been able to obtain
considerable insight into the determinants of the optimal structure of
taxation. In particular, we have been able to show that assumptions that
were previously taken to be merely simplifying turn out to play a central
role in determining the optimal structure of taxation:
(a) if tax rates can be randomized, they should be under a variety of
circumstances;
(b) if different individuals are not perfect substitutes for one another,
then the general equilibrium effects - until now ignored in the literature of changes in the tax structure are dominant in determining the optimal tax
structure; the marginal rate on the most able individual is always negative;
on the less able individuals it is positive, and its magnitude depends on the
elasticity of substitution;
(c) if different individuals have different attitudes towards leisure, the tax
structure may be regressive in the upper tail; and
(d) if income is stochastic, the limiting marginal tax rate may be 100%.
The main qualitative properties of earlier analyses of the optimal tax
structure are clearly not robust to these attempts to make the theory more
‘realistic’. On the one hand, our analysis makes it clear that there is much more
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to be done. Until a more general theory is developed,
none of the qualitative results can be accepted as a basis of policy. On the other hand, the
extreme sensitivity of the results to the changes in the assumptions
suggests
that results which are sufficiently clear and robust to form the basis of policy
may well not be obtained;
rather, the objective
of future research should
perhaps
be the clarification
of the important
dimensions
of choice (risk
taking, effort, etc.) affected by the income tax structure
and the trade-offs
which emerge.
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